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Mental illness - definition

• Refers collectively to all diagnosable mental disorders 
— health conditions involving significant changes in 
thinking, emotion and/or behavior (range from mild 
to extreme)

• Distress and/or problems functioning in social, work or 
family activities

(American Psychiatric Association) 
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Most common types of mental illness

•Depression – involves recurrent, severe periods 
of clear-but changes in mood, thought process 
and motivation lasting for minimum of two weeks.       

•Anxiety – can be experienced by everyone but 
when symptoms are overwhelming and constant 
it can often impact everyday living.

•Bipolar- dramatic shifts in persons mood, energy 
and ability to think clearly. Associated with 
extreme highs and low mood. 

(NAMI)

Most common types of mental illness

• Schizophrenia – interferes with person’s ability to think 
clearly, manage emotions, make decisions and relate to 
others. Causes one to lose touch with reality often with 
delusions and hallucinations. 

• Obsessive Compulsive Disorder – persistent intrusive 
thoughts, repetitive behaviors

• PTSD – physiological and psychological responses in 
people who have experienced or witnessed a traumatic 
event such as a natural disaster, serious accident, 
terrorist act, rape, war/combat or something similar

(NAMI)
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Developmental disabilities

• Autism – A group of developmental disabilities that 
cause significant social, communication and 
behavioral challenges.   

• Dementia - a group of symptoms affecting memory, 
thinking, social abilities severely enough to interfere 
with your daily life. 

• Alzheimer – a progressive disease that destroys 
memory and other important mental functions. 

• Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) –
inattention, disorganization, hyperactivity-impulsivity

(CDC)

Crisis Intervention

Definition of a Crisis 
•Crisis by definition is short-term and 
overwhelming and involves a disruption of an 
individual's normal and stable state where the 
usual methods of coping and problem solving 
do not work
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Crisis for People with Mental Illnesses:

• Most people with serious mental illness have 
symptoms that change over time – they get 
better or worse as a result of normal life 
stressors

• The nature of symptoms can lead to a crisis 
• Many people with serious mental illness have 
difficulty coping with      stressful situations 

• When person stops taking medication 
symptoms increase

The logic of de-escalation

• If you take a LESS authoritative, LESS controlling, LESS 
confrontational approach, you actually will have MORE 
control. 

• You are trying to give the consumer a sense that he or 
she is in control. 

• Why? Because he or she is in a crisis, which by definition means 
the consumer is feeling out of control. The consumer’s normal 
coping measures are not working at this time.
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C.A.F model – calm, assess, facilitate

• Calm: to decrease the emotional, behavioral, and mental 
intensity of a situation

• Assess: to determine the most appropriate response as 
presented by the facts

• Facilitate: to promote the most appropriate resolution based on 
an assessment of the facts presented

Communication barriers

• Pre-Judging

• Not Listening

• Criticism 

• Name Calling

• Engaging In Power 
Struggles

• Ordering

• Threatening

• Minimizing

• Arguing
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Conflict Resolution

•How many are aggressive with conflict at work 
and passive at home? I am.

•WHY?

•Because at work there a defined rules, 
parameters that I work in,
•As long as I move inside those, I WIN !!!!

•NOT SO MUCH AT HOME. 

What we are going to talk about today is 
a new way to view conflict and an 
approach that you can use both at home 
and at work.
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Yield Theory
by Dr. Christian Conte

Amygdala Frontal Cortex

Acute Stress Response

Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) – The part of the 
nervous system that controls rapid, unconscious 
responses such as reflexes.

ANS response signs are:
Rapid Breathing and Heart Rate
Flushed or Pale Skin
Tense Muscles
Dilated Pupils
Dry Mouth
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Amygdala

•Fight

•Flight

•Freeze

Frontal Cortex

•Higher level or 
thinking

•Our goal in 
communication.

•Where we can 
explore options.
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CONFRONTATION

• 2 MEN SUSTAIN EYE CONTACT FOR OVER 5 SEC. 
THEIR TESTOSTERONE GOES UP.

• IF THEY SQUARE THEIR SHOLDERS OFF AT EACH 
OTHER, AN ADITIONAL BUMP IN TESTOSTEROME.

• HOWEVER, IF THEY STAND SIDE BY SIDE FACING 
A SINGULAR  OBSTACLE, THEY PREVENT THE 
DUMP.

STAGE OF CHANGE

•Pre-contemplation- Unaware

•Contemplation- Agree its an issue

•Preparation- Small change

•Action- Working the problem
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THREE ELEMENTS OF
YIELD THEORY

•LISTEN

•VALIDATE

•EXPLORE OPTIONS
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HOW WE DO THESE THREE TRULY 
MATTER

Character doesn’t get a timeout

Dr. Christian Conte
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THE WAY YOUR FEEL RIGHT NOW 
WILL CHANGE, BUT YOU CAN NEVER 
CHANGE THE ACTIONS YOU ARE 
ABOUT TO TAKE.

LISTEN

• LISTEN LIKE YOU 
GENUINELY WANT TO 
KNOW

• TELL ME WHAT IS ON 
THE OTHER SIDE OF 
THE BOX

• LISTEN WITHOUT 
ASSUMING YOU SEE 
EVERY SIDE OF THE 
BOX

Judgment vs Assessment
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COMMUNICATE TO BE HEARD

Content vs Process
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Discern between the TWO

•What are they expressing, give me one word.

•When my wife throws something around and I 
ask her what’s going on?

•When she responds, “I’M FINE!”
•What is she expressing? 
• Is it the same as the content?

ANGER OUTBURST

•But the process is SCARED or FEAR,  
FRUSTRATION, DISAPPOINTED, ANGRY
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LEAD WITH COMPASSION AND 
HUMILITY

THROUGHOUT YOUR WHOLE LIFE 
PEOPLE WILL SEE YOUR ACTIONS, 
NOT YOUR INTENTIONS
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VALIDATE

• Validation isn’t about 
understanding what 
someone did.

• It is about understanding 
where that find 
themselves

• Validation is about 
draining the limbic system 
to the point that the other 
person feels that have 
been heard

Completely drain the Limbic System

•You cannot drain it until you think it is empty, it 
truly has to be completely drained.

•This may seem like it takes a long time, but if 
you focus on this one issue you will move to a 
complete validation much faster.

•They will be completely heard.
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Validate

•When you use emotional labeling remember to 
add the word TOO, or ALSO to your label.

•This minimizes the issue if you miss the point, 
they may say, “Yes, I am frustrated but I am 
Angrier”.

•Match your tone to Humble Curiosity. You will 
not reach them if they sense sarcasm.

•The goal is not to be right, but to understand.

EXPLORE OPTIONS

•When people are ready to hear them
•Emotions and defensiveness

•Options
•Ideas
•Solutions

•Work the problem 
•Align your expectations with reality
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Where do you start

• Start with the option that is on the table.

• Even if it is not an option you would indorse, discuss it.

• For instance, he wants to punch his teacher in the face.
• Hear why
• Validate the anger
• Discuss the ramifications to those actions

• If you openly discuss him without judging him allows him 
to walk towards a better decision, together instead of 
fighting him.

• Trying to see their side help them see you want to 
understand. 

Listening
Validating

Exploring Options

These core values provide the 
fundamentals to resolve any conflict 

you find yourself dealing with.
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How do you practice ?

Listen to people 
and imagine 
what its like to be 
on the other side 
of the box.

Fundamental Components 
of Yield Theory

•Acceptance
•What is happening
•Who is involved
•Where people are in their
understanding of a situation

•Their willingness and preparedness
to change what they are doing.
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Fundamental Components 
of Yield Theory

•Acceptance is meeting people where 
they are and seeing them for more then 
the sum of what they have done.

• It is not equal to allowing, or condoning 
unwanted, ineffective, injurious, 
dangerous, violent or abusive behaviors 
or speech. 

Have a better interaction

•Self Awareness
• Awareness that you play a key role in every 

interaction you have.

•Limitations of Memory
• When you retrieve data, you come from a 
different pathway, angle.

•Non-Attachment
• From your ideas, these are the things you believe, not 

who you are.

Become a Mirror
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Thank you!
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